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Kooloora from the heart

Kooloora and Soldiers Settlement
Community
Centres
Incorporated
receives its core funding by the
Department
of
Families
and
Community Services.
Kooloora Community Centre also
receives generous financial and much
in kind support from Randwick City
Council.
Maroubra Seals Community Sports
Club, South Sydney Juniors Rugby
Leagues Club and Matraville RSL
supported Kooloora programs with
generous financial support through the
Clubs Grants.
The Centre is housed and supported by
the Department of Housing.
Kooloora remains the only on-theground generalist service meeting the
needs of people living in Randwick City
Council’s South Ward.
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Our programs reflect very strong
working relationships with our partners.
Family and Community Services, NSW
SESLHD - Directorate Planning,
Population
Health
and
Equity,
Randwick City Council; Prince of Wales
- Community Health; Housing NSW;
CAFE - Children and Families EAST;
Kingsford Legal Centre, La Perouse
Public School, AIM for Fitness; to
support residents through professional
services and/or ongoing programs.
These programs include Supported
Playgroup, Fruit and Veg Coop, Gentle
Exercises, Outreach drop-in legal
advice; Fitness For Seniors and
Vacation
Care.
The
Kooloora
community relies on these partnerships
to provide a comprehensive, inclusive
and relevant service operating from a
premise of sound social justice
principles.
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Executive Committee
2016 – 2017

Management Committee
2016 – 2017

PRESIDENT
Nadia Sandona
VICE PRESIDENTS
Gillian Collinson
TREASURER
Jo Bowen
SECRETARY
Christine Wainwright

Noreen Carr
Gillian Collinson
Geoff Cook
Nadia Sandona
Jo Bowen
Maryam Jacobs
Ron Harris
Christine Wainwright
Rohan Mcdonald (until April 2017)
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2016
19 SEPTEMBER
Kooloora Community Centre, 167 Bilga Crescent, Malabar

Chair: Shane Flint
Scribe: Nadia Sandona
The President, Shane Flint welcomed
members and guests and declared the
meeting open at 1.05pm
ATTENDANCE:
MG Collison, GA Collison, Julie Gray,
Colleen Hurst, Jean Howes, Laine
Grignon, Sandra Quayle, Noreen Carr,
Edward Carr, Joan Schatz, Nola Ward,
Lloyd Ward, Barbara Smith, Melinda
Leves, Mira Topic, Matt Thistlethwaite,
Sarah Bruce, Dave Mitchell, Sarah
Bruce, L Yuen, G Vains, P Peadon, M
Hardie, N Sandona, Shane Flint, Olga
Dunn, Jo Bowen, John Bowen,
Esmerelda Khariris , Irene Fuller, R
Meredith, Rohan MacDonald, T Xaio,
Judy Rosta, E Leo, K Ireland, B Smith,
Robert Randl, Doreen Grant, Geoff
Cook, Denise Wasley, E Lennon, I
Silveria, B Firkin, R Harris, Sarah
Bruce, Andre Naumovski.
APOLOGIES:
Jayne James, Charmaine Jones,
Teresa Mok, Michael Daley, Nicole
Arathoon, Vicky Johnston, Vida
Tebyani, Keith McCraw, Maryam
Jacob, Helen Panayides
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS
MEETING: The minutes of the 2015
A.G.M. were presented in the 2015
Annual Report. Motion to accept
minutes as a true record of the meeting
were moved by Irene Fuller and
seconded by Geoff Cook. This motion
was carried.
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BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE
MINUTES: There was no business
arising
CORRESPONDENCE: There was no
correspondence
PRESIDENTS REPORT: Shane Flint
presented the President’s Report.
Refer to the 2015 Annual Report for a
full transcript. In addition to the report,
Shane made special mention to the
management committee members who
have retired this year after many years
of service to the Kooloora communityLaine Grignon, Kaye Ireland, Jean
Howes and Sandi Chick. He also
welcomed Sarah Bruce, Kooloora’s
new Community worker and Sheryl Lee
who working as an administration
assistant at the centre.
TREASURER’S REPORT:
Denise
Wasley presented the Treasurer’s
Report. Refer to the 2015 Annual
Report for a full transcript. Denise
added that Kooloora is in a sound
financial position. 2016 saw Kooloora
modernise its accounts. She paid
special thanks to Roxanne Fielding,
Kooloora’s bookkeeper for her hard
work and support through this process.
WORKER’S
REPORT:
The
Coordinator’s Report was presented in
the Annual report by Andre Naumovski.
Andre thanked the community for its
support. He also thanked the many
volunteers, service providers and
partners.
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ELECTION
OF
COMMITTEE

MANAGEMENT

The Returning Officer, Julie Gray from
South East Community Connect,
declared all positions vacant. The
following Board member nominations
were
announced
and
elected
unopposed.
Jo Bowen- Treasurer
Noreen Carr- Board Member
Gillian Collinson-Vice President
Geoff Cook- Board Member
Ron Harris- Board Member
Maryam Jacob- Board Member
Rohan MacDonald- Vice President

AUDITOR: It was moved that Meagher,
Howard and Wright accounting firm be
appointed as auditor for Kooloora And
Soldiers
Settlement
Community
Centres’ Incorporated.
Moved: Seconded: Motion carried

The Returning Officer handed the
meeting over to the new president,
Nadia Sandona. Nadia thanked Shane
Flint for his work over the years on the
Board of Management. Nadia invited
Matt Thistlethwaite to address the
meeting.
Special guests and attendees were
thanked for their presence and invited
to stay for afternoon tea.

Nadia Sandona- President
Christine Wainwright- Secretary
The meeting closed at 1.35pm
PUBLIC OFFICER: It was moved that
Shane Flint be appointed for the
position of Public Officer for Kooloora
And Soldiers Settlement Community
Centres’ Incorporated.
Moved: Seconded: Motion carried
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President’s report
2017 has been a very busy year at
Kooloora as it works its way through
many changes and challenges. Andre,
our Coordinator, has worked tirelessly
to ensure Kooloora remains viable into
the future and continues to strengthen
and grow. Sarah, has also worked with
great passion to further develop
Kooloora’s programs and to promote
new initiatives and opportunities.
Together, Andre and Sarah have
ensured that Kooloora continues to play
a major role in the support of individuals
and the community. They make a great
team and Kooloora is very fortunate to
have them both.
I would like to mention our other
employees and thank them for the great
work they do, often going above and
beyond the boundaries of their job
descriptions to excel. Many thanks to
Sheryl Lee, our bookkeeper, Shane
Flint, who is responsible for workplace
cleanliness, and Nicole Arathoon, who
together with her team, organises
Vacation Care.
Of course, much of what goes on at
Kooloora could not happen without
outside help. Thank you to Teresa Mok,
head of the Community Development
team at Council, for supporting and
advocating for Kooloora at Council
level.
Kooloora is extremely fortunate to also
have the ongoing support of our
politicians, Michael Daley, Matt
Thistlethwaite and Noel D’Souza.
Despite being extremely busy with their
commitments, they rarely miss an
invitation to be part of our events and
we love hosting them here. Their
encouragement and support of our
community is greatly appreciated.
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With the help of our many partners
Kooloora is able to continue to offer a
range of important services to the
community. We also have a new
Community Project Officer from Family
and Community Services, Kathryn
Sigley. We welcome Kathryn to the
Kooloora Family and look forward to
working with her into the future.
Of course, what or where would
Kooloora be without its many dedicated
volunteers. You make sandwiches, tea
and coffee, drive the bus, help at
playgroup, garden, do administration
work, attend workshops, barbeque, do
letter drops, wash and clean and sort,
facilitate and organise activities for
groups, buy, pack and distribute fruit,
vegetables and bread and do many
other things. I hope you all realise the
value of your dedication, how important
you are to Kooloora and its work in the
community and most importantly, how
you enrich the lives of others. Thank
you.
I am forever grateful for the ongoing
support and encouragement from the
other members of the Management
Committee. Being part of the
Management
Committee
requires
another level of dedication, a higher
level of commitment and responsibility.
I would like to thank you on behalf of the
Kooloora community for taking on your
responsibilities with such passion for
the betterment of all of our community.

Nadia Sandona
President
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Treasurer’s report

Kooloora Community Centre continues
to be in a strong financial position for
the year ended 30th June 2017. This is
a result of successful grant applications
alongside a budgeting practice which
focuses on program delivery and
outcomes and also the wonderful
support of volunteers who contribute to
the successful implementation of
Kooloora programs.
The management of the Vacation Care
program proves to be a valuable project
and I believe it is something we do well.
We receive financial support from
Randwick Council and South Sydney
Junior Rugby Club towards the cost of
the program which enables us to assist
children from disadvantaged families to
attend.
Kooloora also acknowledges the
financial support from the following
funding bodies: NSW Department of
Family and Community Services,
Randwick
City
Council,
NSW
Department of Health, Randwick
Labour Club, Maroubra Seals Sport
and Community Club, South Sydney
Junior Rugby Club.

Thank you to all stakeholders for giving
us the opportunity to support the local
community through programs and
projects which address and respond to
local needs. It would not be possible
without your commitment to the work
we do.
A big thank you to Andre, Sheryl,
Sarah, Shane and the Management
Committee for your support and
assistance over the last 12 months. You
are good people to work with.
Also to the auditors Meagher, Howard
and Wright who continue to offer their
services and advice to Kooloora at a
very fair rate.
An abridged income statement and
balance sheet for the year ended 30
June 2017 has been prepared and
included in the Annual Report 2017.
The unabridged financial accounts and
audited report by Meagher Howard &
Wright are available on request.
Jo Bowen
Treasurer
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Coordinator’s report

The financial year is officially behind us
and we can say it’s been another great
year for Kooloora.
The new Management Committee has
continued to deliver service and
administration improvements. We’ve
had some exciting staffing and program
updates during the year.
Sarah Bruce joined our team in August
2016 and enriched the Kooloora family
with her experience and qualifications,
becoming a strong promotor of
community participation and inclusion
through her personal interaction as well
as through our website Kooloora.org
and our Facebook page.
Sheryl Lee took on the role of
Bookkeeper in January and has
successfully coordinated the transition
to our own in-house bookkeeping
system.
Shane Flint has been taking care of the
centre cleanliness since October 2016
and he brought a breath of fresh air with
him.
The existing programs continued
largely unchanged with the addition of
some new programs and activities.
In partnership with South Eastern
Sydney Local Health District, Kooloora
became the home of the “Keeping the
Body in Mind” group, whose goal is to
help people with mental illness to
improve their physical health and
wellbeing.
Another new program happening at
Kooloora is the My Time Playgroup,
delivered by Playgroup NSW to support
families facing challenges with their
children.
Kooloora annual report 2017

Nar Anon is a group of relatives and
friends of families affected by drugs
abuse. It’s a group for self-help and
sharing experiences to help alleviate
the devastating effects of drugs in the
community. We also trialled a youth
access program delivered by Youth Off
The Streets.
Earlier this year Kooloora entered into a
partnership with the Long Bay
Correctional Complex Community
Project Team, to help with Kooloora’s
maintenance.
Two new services are in their planning
phase for this year; one is the Kooloora
Shopping Bus that will be running
weekly from the housing estates in the
South Ward to the shops and the other
one is free classes to learn Android, PC
and iOS.
Kooloora continues to receive its core
funding from the Department of families
and Communities (FACS). This year
marks the beginning of the new
Targeted Earlier Intervention (TEI)
Program Reform that will bring changes
to the program delivery.
The Management and the Coordinator
are endeavouring to do an extension of
the main hall and the office space with
the support of the local, State and
Federal Grants Programs, to be able to
plan and deliver more targeted services
to families and individuals in the South
Ward.
I’d like to thank Kooloora Management
Committee for their fantastic work
supporting our staff and programs.
Andre Naumovski
Coordinator
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Volunteer Awards and Multicultural Lunch Day

Our annual volunteer awards were held
in May, followed by some fantastic
Multicultural food. We seized the
opportunity to say thank you to our
dedicated volunteers for all their hard
work, support and compassion.
Kooloora is able to operate because of
the ongoing dedication from each and
every volunteer and we are very
grateful for their effort and commitment.
The multicultural lunch was a great way

to celebrate together. We acknowledge
the generous donation by Randwick
City Council that made it possible for
Kooloora to provide the awards and the
food on the day.
The awards were presented by Noel
D’Souza Randwick Council Mayor, our
Member
for
Kingsford
Matt
Thistlethwaite and our Member for
Maroubra Michael Daley.

Soldiers Settlement Community Room Upgrade
Kooloora received a grant through the
Community
Building
Partnership
Program to upgrade the community
space outside the Community Room.
The project was a partnership between
Kooloora and Randwick Council
Community Development team. The
completion of the works has given the
shine back to the area and brought the
place up to a standard. We thank Mr
Michael Daley and his team for the
support of this project and to Randwick
Council for seeing it through to its
completion.
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Programs and services
Supported Playgroup
Our Kooloora Supported Playgroup has
been reinvented in the best possible
way through the skilled hands of our
Community Worker Sarah Bruce.

Family East, Randwick which continues
to increase positive outcomes for
families attending playgroup through
fortnightly visits of a social worker.

She has introduced a lot of new and
exciting updates within playgroup this
year which has increased the
sustainability of the program long-term.

It is through these relationships that we
have been able to run a playgroup
which is not only an enjoyable social
experience
for
families,
yet
incorporates
relevant
education,
wellbeing support and referral’s.

We have also been very fortunate to
accept new volunteers who have each
brought a fantastic skill set and vision to
the playgroup team. It is through the
ongoing
support
of
new
and
longstanding volunteers that we are
able to run on time and function each
and every week.

Playgroup have also received funding
from Bendigo Bank in Clovelly and the
Department of Housing, which means
that we now have new outdoor
playgroup equipment and plans for a
renovated outdoor space. This is set to
include effective UV-shade protection
for children in the sandpit over summer,
soft fall and a larger sand pit.
Currently our numbers average 35
children per day, which is a sustainable
increase from this time last year. This
service remains by donation only,
including a piece of fruit and operates
on Mondays and Wednesdays from 1012pm.

In regards to early intervention, we
have created some new partnerships
with local health services to support the
early development of local children
aged 0-5 years old.
This includes Speech Pathologists from
Sydney Children’s Hospital, Peri-Natal
Mental Health Service, Let’s Read Early
Literacy Program, plus on-going
information sharing with Malabar
Midwives and Relationship Australia’s
Aboriginal Family Advisor. We also
maintain our partnership with Child &
Kooloora annual report 2017
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Kooloora Vacation Care

The Kooloora Vacation Care program
operates during each of the school
holiday breaks equaling nine weeks of
the year. Two weeks in July, September
and April and three weeks in January.
Kooloora vacation care supports 31
families in the community with a total of
47 children currently on the roll.

Six families identify as Aboriginal /
Torres Strait Islander and ten families
are supported by the Kooloora targeted
program, whereby they do not pay fees
to attend and they are offered the pickup and drop off service by our bus. We
now have a total of 7 children with
special needs: 1 on the autism
spectrum, 3 with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) with two
also diagnosed with Oppositional
Defiance Disorder (ODD), 1 with Downs
Syndrome, 2 with a hearing impairment
with hearing aids. The process for the
Inclusion Support subsidy has begun
as it is vital we provide all of our children
with the best opportunities to succeed
and enjoy their time at vacation care
feeling confident and comfortable.
We always create a very child centred
program. Over the past year we have
enjoyed
many
excursion
days
(approximately two per week) such as:
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●
Swimming at Frenchman’s Bay
●
Des Renford Aquatic Centre
●
Attractivity play centre (photo)
●
Bowling and laser tag
●
Iceskating
●
Mini Golf at Putt Planet
●
Tour of Cockatoo Island
●
Bootcamp at Centennial Park
●
Inflatable World
●
Sydney Olympic Park
●
Movies at Fox Studios
●
Symbio Wildlife Park
We have also appreciated the fun of our
in-centre days such as:
 Games day
 International Sports Day
 Water Bomb Bonanza Day
 My Healthy Kitchen Rules Day
●
I’m a Vacation Care Kid Get Me
Outta Here...
●
Man Versus Food
●
Girls and Boys Day
●
The Block cubby house painting
●
Girls and Boys day
●
Orange Day
●
Pizza Pyjama Party
●
Colour Black Day
●
“B” day
●
Crazy hair disco
Plus two fun incursions:
●
Henny Penny Hatching
●
Lego incursion “ Bricks 4 kids”
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The success of the program is largely
due to the dedicated and committed
staff ; Annette Sills, Sarah O’Connor,
Tarryn Griffiths, Nina Pickering and
Mitchell Stratoulakis who over the year
have worked cohesively as a team to
ensure all our children are safe, happy
and well looked after. Their support and
care of the children is always
appreciated and vital in the ongoing
functionality of the service.

Maroubra Seals Sports and Community
Club and Matraville RSL provide us with
funding to help support 20 children in
our Kooloora targeted program.
Thankyou also to Kooloora Community
centre and Randwick Council for their
continued management of Vacation
Care ensuring we provide our families
in the community with necessary
support and our children are provided
with fun and enjoyable activities each
school holidays.
Together we continue to honour our
mission statement:
“To provide 5 – 14 year olds in the
local community with childcare
services during the school holidays
which are enjoyable, at their interest
level and safe."

We extend a sincere thankyou to the
Clubs NSW program who with South
Sydney Juniors League Club,

Nicole Arathoon, Coordinator
Kooloora Vacation Care
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Community garden enhanced with the Gardening Circles

Our community garden got a
reinforcement! The gardening Circle is
a program that runs every Tuesday for
children
aged
0-5
and
their
parents/carers. The participants learn
simple gardening tools, relaxation
techniques, do nature craft and enjoy
growing herbs and vegetables.

The garden is slowly getting prepared
for the spring and the local residents
are encouraged to use it.

Keep The Body in Mind – Mental health support program

One of the new programs at Kooloora
Community Centre is a partnership with
South Eastern Sydney Local Health
District to host the “Keeping the Body in
Mind” group. The goal of the “Keeping
the Body in Mind” (KBIM) program is to
help people with mental illness to
improve their physical health and
wellbeing and avoid or reduce health
complications. KBIM do this by
supporting participants to make healthy
lifestyle changes such as becoming
more active, eating nourishing food,
quitting smoking and improving their
sleep.
Kooloora Community Centre was
identified as suitable place to address
the needs of the consumers in the
South Ward.
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The access to this program is through
assessment by the KBIM team.
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My Time Playgroup
The Management Committee is
continually looking for new ways to
support diverse communities, the
efforts resulting in a range of new
programs offered at Kooloora.

free and everyone is welcome.

In partnership with Playgroup NSW,
Kooloora has opened its doors to a new
playgroup called My Time.
My Time is a relaxed, supportive
playgroup for families facing challenges
with children.
While parents attend, a play helper
engages with the children.
My Time runs during school terms on
Tuesdays 10am-1pm. Attendance is

CADRE: Let’s talk about mental health

Outdoors was the perfect setting to
connect with locals and talk about the
reality of mental health in our
communities.
CADRE is a facilitator run catch-up,
where we spent two days learning and
then catch-up once per month to raise
awareness, discuss issues and tackle
mental health stigma on our streets.

Tax Help
Tax Help is a free tax returns
assistance for individuals earning less
than. Tax Help is available from July to
October to support individuals earning
less than $60,000 to do their annual tax
return. Christine volunteered at
Kooloora to help residents with file their
tax returns in the 2016 tax help program
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with many returning and happy
customers. The tax return is now done
online and having a my.gov.au account
is a must. Our tax help agent can help
with setting up an account.
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Kooloora and TPRS partnership
Kooloora has re-asserted the long
running partnership with the Tenants
Participation
Resource
Service
(TPRS). The TPRS is a program run by
Riverwood Community Centre funded
to provide the tenants in the Eastern
Suburbs with a support worker over two
days a week. In collaboration with
Kooloora Community Centre, the TPRS
workers
have
been
organising
community forums and information
events at Namatjira, Mirabooka and
Bilga public housing estates. The
events provided updates and on
matters regarding public housing.
The topics covered were: General
housing
information,
tenants
expectation from FACS and from local
community services, any changes
tenants would like to see in future, any
difficulties or challenges facing as a

public housing tenant, experience and
feedback about the changes in public
housing, connecting agencies and
tenants.

The forums and information sessions
highlighted some issues around the
public housing and the challenges the
support services are facing during the
community services reform. Kooloora
will continue to work with the TPRS to
advocate and support the public
housing tenants.

Woodturners’ Shed
The Woodturners’ Shed is an important
member of the Kooloora family. The
Woodturners won some significant
awards this year. Catherine Ritter from
the Shed has won all three first prizes
at the Sydney Royal Easter Show! The
Woodturners are regular participants at
regional shows and they also do
valuable community work for the
community groups in the area.
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Energy Account Payment Assistance
The much needed EAPA (Energy
Account Payment Assistance) program
has undergone an overhaul. The
program has transitioned from paper
based to computer based commencing
1st July 2017. Kooloora EAPA Team
has attended training delivered by the
Department
of
Planning
and
Environment and has successfully
commenced the implementation of the
online system.

The program
Tuesday to
individuals in
distress by

runs as usual, every
support families and
financial in financial
issuing vouchers for

residential electricity and gas accounts.
The only difference is that now there
are no more paper vouchers and the
participants don’t have to worry about
taking vouchers to the post office. The
electronic vouchers get applied to the
energy users account electronically.
All the members of the EAPA team are
volunteers who come on a roster each
Tuesday to help the community
members who are in hardship. The
team in in the past year: Robyn
Alexander, Joanne Bowen, John
Bowen, Patricia Coleman, Paul
Compton, Nadia Sandona and Lloyd
Ward.
The EAPA team also conducts basic
needs assessment and works with
families and individuals to provide
information and referral to other
services such as financial planning as
well as acting as advocates with energy
providers.

Kingsford Legal Centre Outreach
The partnership with the Kingsford
Legal Centre (KLC) is long running and
going strong. KLC staff and students
deliver free legal advice service to the
disadvantaged members of the
community, raising awareness and
advocating on behalf of the residents of
public and private housing surrounding
Kooloora Community Centre.
The service aims to help with various
legal issues, such as traffic fines,
consumer disputes, neighbour issues
as well as family issues, it’s well
received by the community with over
one hundred clients assisted each year.
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Kingsford Legal Centre outreach
operates on every second Friday 10am12pm at Kooloora, excluding school
holidays.
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Vegged Out

Vegged Out has continued to put fresh
fruit and vegetables on the tables of its
Kooloora participants.
Accompanied with the fresh loaf of
good quality bread, the value is
unbeatable.
This is a prepaid program where
participants pay for their fruit and veg
bags upfront and get fresh and
affordable
alternative
to
the
conventional food markets. Because of
the ever rising prices at the shops, we
increased the participation from $10 to

$12 dollars to be able to keep up with
the inflation. We have had a steady list
of between about 80 people supplied
with fresh produce each fortnight. A
great addition to the bag is the bread
donated by the Brasserie Bread
Bakery. Our fruit and veg volunteers
carefully pack the bags each fortnight
and there is also an option to deliver the
fruit and veg bag to the people who
cannot carry heavy bags due to
disability or frail age.

Inside Gossip Newsletter
Thanks to the donation from the local
clubs, our famous Inside Gossip
quarterly newsletter will continue to
bring fresh and relevant information to
the residents living in the South Ward.
Inside Gossip invites newspieces and
information of interest for the
community. We printed over 4,000
colour copies last year and we have
made Inside Gossip permanently
available for viewing on our website
Kooloora.org.
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The Seekers
The Seekers group is a social group of
women aged 55+ who meet at Kooloora
on Mondays to have a bickie and a cup
while knitting a nice blanket and a teddy
bear for the local parents with young
children. The Seekers are a great
addition to Kooloora; they make
generous donations to support our
services.

Fitness for Seniors, Gentle Exercises and Tai Chi
Fitness for Seniors, Gentle Exercise
and Tai Chi are the three programs that
Kooloora has been running in
partnership with AIM for Fitness, a
Division of NSW Health South Eastern
Sydney Local Health District.

Kooloora’s strong partnership with has
continued this year with many new
clients.
Both Gentle Exercises and Fitness for
Seniors meet every Tuesday and
Friday mornings during the school term
and Kooloora provides transport and
logistics support. Tai Chi is run on
Tuesdays.

The programs continued to deliver a
valuable fitness and social platform for
seniors and others alike. The group
facilitators Lyn and Anthony make sure
the classes are tailored to suit
everyone’s level of need, whilst
providing a great space to meet others
and interact.
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A year in review: Community events at Kooloora

This year Kooloora has been busy
running many community events as a
way to celebrate certain dates in the
year, show recognition to people in our
community and extend our levels of
support.

The events held at the centre have
included Internationals Women’s Day,
Coffee With a Cop, Volunteers Lunch,
Senior’s Safety and Home Care forum,
Carers afternoon tea and a Community
Garage Sale with St George
Community Housing.
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In playgroup we have also held a large
Easter egg hunt and recognised
NAIDIC week through craft, information
and posters.

In addition to in-house events Kooloora
has been a part of larger local events
such as Family Fun Day and the
Grandparents Raising Children launch
at Maroubra Library.
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A snapshot
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